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EUROGATE Intermodal renames its subsidiary Floyd to EUROGATE Rail Hungary  
 
Hamburg, 12.01.2021: EUROGATE Intermodal GmbH (EGIM), Hamburg-based 
provider of combined transport by rail and road, today announced Floyd Zrt., its 
Hungarian rail subsidiary, will begin operating under the new name EUROGATE Rail 
Hungary Zrt., effective immediately.  
 
By renaming Floyd to EUROGATE Rail Hungary, EGIM’s goal is to support brand 

alignment and present its services under a more unified front. Customers and partners 
will experience no product or personnel changes when conducting business with the 

Hungarian rail company under its new identity.    

 

Christopher Beplat, EGIM Managing Director, explains: “By rebranding Floyd as 

EUROGATE Rail Hungary, we are creating more transparency in the market and 

solidifying our portfolio of international intermodal products. This decision is another 

reflection of our continued commitment to simplifying rail connectivity across borders.”    

 
Based in Budapest, EUROGATE Rail Hungary offers rail freight transport connections 

across Hungary, Austria and Germany. EGIM has been the majority shareholder in the 

company since 2008 and currently holds 64% of the organisation. The remaining 36% of 

EUROGATE Rail Hungary is owned by I.C.E. Holding Kft., which is headquartered in 

Budapest.  

 
Ends 
 
Information for editors 
The new logo of EUROGATE Rail Hungary Zrt is available here. Please consider the following 

caption: “EUROGATE Intermodal’s Hungarian rail subsidiary Floyd rebrands to EUROGATE Rail 
Hungary.” Copyright: EUROGATE Rail Hungary Zrt. 

 
About EUROGATE Intermodal 
EUROGATE Intermodal GmbH (EGIM) is an international service provider for container transport 

headquartered in Hamburg, Germany. Part of the EUROGATE Group, EGIM is one of Germany's 

leading neutral providers of combined transport for containers by rail and road.    
 

https://www.dropbox.com/t/10DdirZhQTyiXmcn
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EGIM is a founding member of the private rail service company boxXpress.de GmbH, and with this 
product, connects the German North Sea ports and Rotterdam with eleven terminals in southern 

Germany and Hungary. Alongside its rail services, EGIM offers services for the first and last mile via 

truck.  
 

Through its sister company Hannibal, which belongs to the Italian Contship Group, EGIM offers 

connections to Italy via its central hub Munich, thereby also connecting the southern ports to the 
network.  

 

For more information, please contact egim.sales@eurogate.eu. 
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